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The Evolution of Source Code Analysis 
introduction 

automated source code analysis (sCa) technology is designed to locate and describe areas 
of weakness in software source code. Those weaknesses may be security vulnerabilities, 
logic errors, implementation defects, concurrency violations, rare boundary conditions, or 
any number of other types of problem-causing code. source code analysis is distinct from 
more traditional dynamic analysis techniques, such as unit or penetration tests, since the 
work is performed at build time using only the source code of the program or module in 
question. The results reported are therefore generated from a complete view of every possible 
execution path, rather than some aspect of a necessarily limited observed runtime behavior.
The underlying technology associated with sCa is called static analysis and the current 
generation of technology solutions is capable of providing sophisticated, high-value analysis 
that will identify critical bugs and security vulnerabilities in code that can potentially cause 
system crashes, hacker exploits or affect the overall reliability of mission-critical software. 

as a result of recent innovations in this domain, organizations 
that develop mission-critical software are adopting sCa 
technology as a standard milestone of their integration 
build during pre-quality assurance (Qa) activities. This has 
proven to be a useful stage at which to perform static 
analysis and has provided benefit in terms of accuracy and 
comprehension. however, build-time analysis suffers from 
an inherent weakness: code has already been committed 
to a source branch, so by the time a bug is discovered it 
is already impacting other members of the development 
organization and other elements of the system.

professional software development organizations are now 
looking to better integrate static analysis technology into 
their software development processes and to implement this 
capability as early as possible in the software development 
process rather than strictly as a build milestone activity. 
reduced costs, better Qa efficiency, and significantly 
improved software products are all benefits to organizations 
that are able to move high-quality source code analysis to the 
earliest point in the coding phase: the developer’s desktop.  

This paper examines the evolution of source code analysis 
from developer desktop to integration/build and beyond, 
and describes how Klocwork insight uses revolutionary new 

technology to be the first to take the next step in that evolution.  

// FIRST GeneRaTIon SouRce code 
analySIS: a developeR’S Tool

The technology behind source code analysis – static 
analysis – has been around almost as long as modern 
software development practices. Fundamentally, the 
technology is a derivative of the compilation process, and 

for almost 30 years tools such as lint have been available to 
developers to run against their code. 

This first generation of source code analysis tools were 
owned and operated by developers. The tools were closely 
integrated with the compile and link process, and were 
a good way to generate more warnings at a time when 
the developer was already “in process” in terms of fixing 
problems found by the compiler anyway. if a developer is 
already thinking about the problem, adding more errors to 
his or her list of ‘stuff to do’ isn’t onerous. 

Typically, these first-generation tools focused on low-
hanging fruit in terms of the kinds of bugs they could locate, 
such as coding style, common syntactical mistakes, and so 
on. For example, consider this common usage mistake that 
is easily found using a first generation tool: 

here, the erroneous addition of an extra semi-colon leads to 
potentially disastrous results, with the incoming pointer being 
dereferenced under unexpected conditions. whether the tested 
condition is met or not, the pointer is always dereferenced.

while the bugs found with these tools could have 
considerable ramifications, in most cases the bugs 
found would be relatively trivial due to the focus being on 
syntactic mistakes. and, because statement of intent via a 
programming language is inherently ambiguous without a 
complete view of the whole system, it is very easy for such

int foo(int x, int* ptr) {
    if( x & 1 ); {
        *ptr = x;
        return;
    }
    ...
}
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tools to report bugs that aren’t actually bugs. These erroneous 
reports are known as false positives, and continue to this day 
to be a key metric by which source code analysis tools are 
measured; i.e., their efficacy at controlling the ratio of real bugs 
to false positives, also known as a signal-to-noise ratio.

since these tools are run on the developer’s desktop, 
during a typical compile/link cycle they operated within too 
small a context to produce accurate results. as the tool can 
see only one file at a time (or whatever the number of files 
the compiler’s optimizer decides generates a good build 
unit) the quality of analysis suffers significantly because, like 
many other analysis technologies, static analysis is highly 
dependent on knowing everything that’s going on.

That requirement conflicts with the reality of software 
development within a large code base, since at any given time 
the amount of code with which a given developer interacts 
tends to be a small fraction of the code available within the 
entire code stream. lacking vision of that entire stream, even 
the most sophisticated analysis tools have to make estimations 
or inferences about what happens outside of the developer’s 
sand box. and, given the diversity and complexity of today’s 
code, they will guess incorrectly most of the time.  as a 
result, these first generation tools were never able to achieve 
widespread acceptance amongst software developers.

// Second GeneRaTIon SouRce code 
analySIS:  The comeback kId

realizing the limits of the first generation of source code analysis 
technology, a new generation of tools emerged in the early 
2000s. These tools extended the analysis beyond syntactical 
and semantic analyses to include sophisticated inter-procedural 
control- and data-flow analysis and new approaches for pruning 
false paths, estimating the values that variables will assume, and 
simulating potential runtime behavior. 

in contrast to the old method of developer-driven analysis, 
this new innovation is dependent on a centralized view over 
the entire code stream, precisely to avoid the trap of the 
sand box view and the inherent noise this invites. 

The combination of these new analysis techniques and the 
centralization of the tool at an integration build level created 
a vast improvement in noise generation, leading to a much 
greater emphasis on the value of the bugs being detected. 
The bugs being found by these tools were less low hanging 
fruit than complex, inter-procedural, or inter-modular defects 
impacting security, quality or architectural validity. For example, 
consider an extension to the previous sample code snippet:

in order to understand whether the assignment via 
dereference in the function ‘foo’ will cause an error or not,  
the analysis engine must be able to propagate values, 
ranges and symbolic logic evaluations across function and 
module boundaries, whether those functions are located 
within a single file, or within different build units entirely (e.g. 
dependent shared libraries).

The complexity behind finding this type of issue across a 
large system with millions of lines of code and an essentially 
unlimited number of potentially feasible code paths to 
consider is not trivial. it’s even more impressive when one 
considers that the analysis is completely automated.    

in addition, growing awareness around the risk associated 
with security vulnerabilities in software is driving a very 
real requirement for this technology. static analysis 
is exceptionally effective at finding a wide array of 
vulnerabilities in code. For example, the dreaded buffer 
overrun and tainted data violations can be found using 
second-generation static code analysis.

Consider the following (somewhat paraphrased) example  
of tainted data propagation taken from a widely used  
open-source application: 

int foo(int x, int y, int* ptr) {
    if( (x & 1) & !(y & 1) )
        return *ptr = 42;
    return -1;
}

int bar(int x) {
    int tmp;
    return x < 10 ? foo(x, 32, NULL) : foo(x, 33, &tmp);

}

public void doPost(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse resp)
{
    // (1) Retrieve the name of the subfolder to be created
    String sub = req.getParameter(“sub”);

    // Unzip the payload of the request to the target subfolder
    process(sub, req.getInputStream());
}

private void process(String sub, InputStream body)
{
    // (2) Get the name of the base folder
    String base = System.getProperty(“application.baseFolder”);

    // (3) Create the new subfolder
    File folder = new File(base, sub);
    folder.mkdirs();

    // (4) Unzip the payload into our new subfolder
    unzipToFolder(folder, body);
}
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in this example, potentially tainted data is retrieved unfiltered 
from an incoming Url at point (1). it is then combined with 
another source of potentially tainted data as read from a 
system property at point (2). The resulting string is passed 
to file system interaction functions at point (3) that will freely 
inject files and folders into arbitrary file system locations 
when passed maliciously-constructed names.

if the payload being unzipped at point (4) is malicious, and the 
constructed folder name from points (1) or (2) is also malicious 
(or simply naïve), it is relatively simple for an attacker to inject 
new bootstrap commands, for example, or to overwrite 
necessary system capabilities with random data if the 
application is being run with unsuitably elevated privilege.

This is just a small example of the undeniable value of the analysis 
being provided by this second generation of tools, and the ability 
to find critical issues in source code has prompted organizations 
of all types to take advantage of source code analysis.

The downside to this progress is that, in order to be effective, 
the tools must be centralized, granting them an unfiltered view of 
the entire code stream - and so they have been removed from 
the individual developer’s influence and placed in a downstream 
process, typically as part of a pre-test or code audit function.

Bugs are now being identified in the integration build by a 
centralized tool after code check-in. at this relatively late 
point in the software implementation process, identification 
of bugs and defects is costly and requires complex 
management. perhaps most importantly, the developers 
who created the bugs and since moved on to other projects 
are disrupted from their ongoing activities to fix bugs that 
could have been found upstream.

Thus, for all the advances in accuracy and capability in this second 
generation of tools, the people who would benefit most from their 
capabilities – the developers – are isolated from them. integration 
build-time analysis removes sCa from the developer’s sphere of 
influence and denies them ownership over the results that the tools 
generate. Because the focus has been on making the analysis 
techniques work more effectively rather than with the goal of 
process improvement, the second generation of sCa tools have 
been shoe-horned into a late stage of the development process. 

This has created cultural barriers within the software 
development organization - a division between the coders 
(“us”) and the auditors (“them”), whether “them” is the Qa 
organization, a new code auditing facility, or some other 
organization outside of the development organization tasked 
with making sure that code being created is “clean.”

any time a tool designed to help an organization improve ends 
up creating a cultural barrier, it is important to examine why that 
tool is erecting the barrier and whether there is good reason for 
it. source code analysis, let’s remember, is a tool for developers. 
it exists to allow developers access to another view of the quality 
or security of their code before they check that code in for 
downstream validation. Once the code is checked in, although 
it still morally belongs to the developer who last touched it, it 
becomes somebody else’s problem to validate as the developer 
moves onto other tasks and is “out of process.”

while centralizing analysis was a valuable and necessary 
evolution that has led to better accuracy of analysis, the 
problems inherent in moving the analysis away from the 
developer’s normal tool chain indicates that it is time for a 
new generation of source code analysis. Much like other 
developer-facing software development and validation tools 
such as on-chip debuggers, unit test frameworks, and 
memory profiling tools, the real success of static analysis 
depends on getting the individual software developer to 
make it part of his or her daily routine. 

// ThIRd GeneRaTIon SouRce code 
analySIS:  klocwoRk InSIGhT 

Klocwork insight is the first source code analysis product 
that allows developers to take control of the analysis 
process while also benefiting from the accuracy and value of 
centralized analysis - with none of the downstream auditing 
that second-generation techniques required.

Building on industry-proven techniques established through 
broad experience with second-generation tools, Klocwork 
insight finally enables developers to perform analysis locally, 
within their preferred development environment, while 
achieving the same analytical consistency and accuracy that 
would be possible if the code were checked in and then 
validated during integration.

Klocwork insight provides support to developers within a 
wide variety of development environments, including industry 
leading iDes, traditional text editors, build scripts and a 
rich command line interface. leveraging fast, incremental 
analysis, developers can quickly validate their code as part 
of their normal local implement/build cycle – before unit test, 
before profiling, and well before faulty code is checked in and 
able to pollute the code stream for others. (see Figure 1)
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Klocwork insight exposes a rich feature set focused 
on enabling developers to take back ownership of the 
quality and security of the code they’re producing. in 
order to make this possible, Klocwork has pushed the 
boundaries of today’s technology and has filed multiple 
patents on inventions to support an effective, accurate and 
comprehensive desktop analysis capability. 

Klocwork insight is based upon these key capabilities required for 
a development organization to run desktop analysis: Distributed 
system Context, Collaborative Mitigation, and peer to peer Context. 
 
distributed System context

at the core of what separates Klocwork insight from other 
source code analysis tool suites is its ability to present 
accurate analysis capabilities to the developer, in whatever 
environment they find most useful.

Consider as an example the developer living inside Microsoft 
Visual studio .net, working on a set of components that are 
used within a large project environment. Those components 
have many users, and so it is vital that the creator of the 
components can ensure that they operate correctly, that they 
are coded using appropriate defenses, and that use of the 
components will not impact the quality or security of upper 
layers of the application.

Traditionally, that developer had the choice of running 
source code analysis locally, and only spotting low hanging 
fruit, or checking in his code for a centralized analysis to 
be performed at a later time. in the former case, most 
of the bugs in the code would not be found because 
the developer is not working with the code that calls his 
components. Because he’s working on his components 
in isolation, the analysis engine cannot place emphasis on 
whether or not they are coded defensively, as the engine 
cannot see the caller functions.  

For example, let’s revisit the earlier scenario, where complex 
inter-procedural bugs that depend on many different types 
of data and control flow analysis were found by second-
generation centralized analysis tools:

now instead of those two functions living in the same file, 
or the same link unit (e.g. a library), consider a case in 
which they are separated by link unit boundaries (e.g. in 
two different libraries) and are maintained by two different 
developers. in this context, the developer of one library 
is unlikely to maintain a local copy of the second library’s 
source code, thus making source-dependent analysis 
impossible on the desktop.

if the developer has access only to an older-style centralized 
analysis capability by checking in potentially buggy code, 
he is unnecessarily impacting other members of the 
development team who may be consuming his libraries and 
therefore the bugs that are latent in that code.

Using Klocwork insight, however, the developer of one 
library is empowered to perform accurate, local analysis 
prior to check in, using only the code relevant to the task 
at hand, and leveraging distributed system context to 
determine potentially bug-causing scenarios to avoid. Most 
importantly, this analysis occurs long before the developer’s 
code impacts others.

int foo(int x, int y, int* ptr) {
    if( (x & 1) & !(y & 1) )
        return *ptr = 42;
    return -1;
}

int bar(int x) {

    int tmp;

    return x < 10 ? foo(x, 32, NULL) : foo(x, 33, &tmp);
}

Figure 1: Klocwork provides the ability to run its analysis at the developer desktop  
while leveraging the system context provided by a full system build.
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This capability is delivered through the combination of a 
powerful local analysis engine and a connected desktop 
environment that seamlessly places the developer at the center 
of a unique, distributed inter-modular analysis environment.

Klocwork insight’s analysis engine can stand on its own 
as a powerful developer tool and also be integrated with a 
server environment through a connected desktop feature 
set. The standalone capabilities are powerful in themselves; 
when augmented with the connected desktop capability 
that provisions the necessary system knowledge, the local 
desktop tool instantly becomes an in-context analysis 
engine.  The distributed system context delivered to the 
desktop is a map of all the function and class method 
behavior in the entire system and is made available to a 
developer when he or she runs local analysis.

This combination of the powerful local analysis engine with 
the distributed system context creates a local analysis 
that is every bit as powerful and accurate as centralized 
system analysis. it is also faster because the developer is 
running local builds; more responsive because results are 
provided instantly so bugs can be fixed immediately; and 
most importantly, analysis occurs long before the developer 
impacts others by checking in code that doesn’t work.

collaborative mitigation
There’s no such thing as a team of developers, all of 
whom exhibit equal talent. it’s a fact of life that within any 
development team there will be a spectrum of talent from 
the rock stars to the interns. it’s also true that developers 
of any talent or background will often fail to consider the 
ramifications of defects, particularly in a security context, 
and instead of treating them as “must fix” will instead 
relegate them to the “would be nice” pile.

Klocwork insight defines a collaboration framework for 
teams that ensures individuals will never again be put in the 
situation of misunderstanding the impact of a defect when 
a coworker down the hall, or across the world, could help 
explain why that defect is so serious. Combining role-based 
security from the organization’s enterprise directory (and 
completely customizable per installation) with a smart, 
asynchronous messaging structure, Klocwork insight alerts 
developers to situations where team members need help 
and enables them to trigger escalations or conversations 
around the impact or approach to mitigation for any defect 
identified by the system.

Compared to a centralized workflow system that 
distributes (by spreadsheet, email, a portal environment) 
defects discovered at system build time,  the Klocwork 
environment is a more organic, democratized approach to 
software development that is being embraced by software 
development organizations everywhere.  Klocwork insight 
fits into that environment and allows for collaboration on 
complex bugs to ensure bug review and mitigation is 
achieved early and by the right people.

peer-to-peer context
The final key capability of Klocwork insight is that it allows 
effective desktop analysis to be performed during the portion 
of any new development that occurs before an integration 
build is available. During this time, developers typically 
integrate on their desktops, using e-mail or file sharing to 
copy libraries around. in this mode, library consumption is 
typically performed using the binaries only, and so when 
the developer is analyzing his or her code, function calls 
disappear into vast “black holes” surrounding those libraries 
and the analysis engine loses track of call flow.

Figure 2: Klocwork’s collaborative mitigation capability allows developers to communicate on critical bug and vulnerability 
resolution without creating a parallel bug tracking environment.
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Using Klocwork insight, those same teams operating 
without the context of an integration build can, for the first 
time, perform accurate, contextual source code analysis 
that takes advantage of the analysis that other members of 
the team are performing on their own code - in essence, 
aggregating a complete system view without the need for a 
complete system analysis. (see Figure 3)

within this context, developers are finally able to control 
the quality and security of the code being created during 
new development before the integration build is in place, 
and therefore before any other source code analysis 
technology can be applied.  This is truly the earliest point 
in the software lifecycle that source code analysis can be 
introduced, and it is now possible only with the unique 
capabilities of Klocwork insight.

now, regardless of your development process, there is no 
longer any reason for a development organization to have to 
reach integration with hundreds or potentially thousands of 
bugs latent in the code stream.   

// SummaRy

since the early 1980s, source code analysis has evolved 
from isolated desktop analysis to broad system-level 
analysis with constant progress being made in terms of the 
accuracy of the analysis and criticality of bugs that can be 
found. each approach has benefits and drawbacks but the 
process of evolution has led to two important discoveries. 
First, that the developer must be an integral part of the 
process of identifying, fixing and preventing bugs from 
reaching the code stream. second, that wholly centralized 
source code analysis is disenfranchising to developers 
and creates cultural barriers that are neither productive nor 
positive in any software development organization.

Klocwork insight offers the third generation of static analysis 
solutions, combining the speed and productivity benefits of 
desktop source code analysis with the power and accuracy 
of system-wide analysis. This patent-pending approach 
is proven in very large, globally distributed, complex, and 
mission-critical code bases to reduce risk, reduce cost, 
improve software quality, and speed development time. 

 

Figure 3: Klocwork allows individual desktop analysis users to share their  
generated component level system knowledge with their peers.
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